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Model Number: AABT

Powrflite 7-1/2in Wonder Wand Partition Mattress Tool Closed Spray AABT

Manufacturer: Powr-Flite

 7-1/2" Wonder Wand&trade; Quick Dry Partition Tool, Closed spray, Stainless steel,
Up to 1000 p.s.i.

Quick dry tools use a "rolling wall of water" to prevent water from sitting on the
material being cleaned. This prevents carpets and upholstery from getting soaked
resulting in incredibly fast dry times.
Features:
&bull; For use on any fabric, from carpet and upholstery to delicate drapery
&bull; Heavy-duty 1000 p.s.i. valves
&bull; Non-corrosive stainless steel construction
&bull; Adjustable vacuum relief protects delicate fabrics
&bull; Quick release spray jet for easy replacement and changing
&bull; Comes with 5' adapter hose which fits standard 1/4" QD extractors
Closed or shielded spray to control splashing at high pressures
MIN shipping charge by factory $73.78!!

Note:  "The factory markets tool as 'internal spray' and it is not.  "Internal spray" would
be defined as a single slotted tool where by the spray slot and vacuum slot are a
shared slot for bi-directional cleaning.  This is not the case.  This is a closed spray
tool with two slots on slot for spraying and one for recovery.  This is not a
bi-directional tool and only cleans one direction.  In this tool the stainless wall
between the spraying and sucking is slightly elevated off the fabric.  This combined
with a more angled or sheared spray allow high water pressure to shear over the top
of the fabric thereby over wetting the fabric.  This increased angle or sheared water
spray is also referred to as hydro-kinetic spray.  This allows the tool to be used in high
pressure environments so you can use the tool with high pressure portables and truck
mounts that traditionally clean in the 400 to 500 psi range.  The is a private label
Production Metal Forming wand and uses a PMF valve.  This is a very high quality
tool and feel this tool would cut the cleaning time in half on any partition, wall, boxy
furniture or mattress cleaning job in half."  
 IICRC Certified Master Cleaner, Master Restoration Tech, Senior Carpet Inspector  
Donald Cook

    
        
            Producton Metal Forming 
             V4N 
              
             PMF: Brass 500psi V4N Valve AKA PMV4N 
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             Producton Metal Forming 
             RV4N 
              
             PMF: Repair Kit for V4N Valve (repair PMV4N valve) 
        
    

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 12 March, 2013
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